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August 2023
I. BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS (GENERAL)

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

Ledgers
See Ledgers location

Reports

II. BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS (INDIVIDUAL NAMES)

Ackerman House (536 East Wayne)
Correspondence [about]

Admissions Center (847 College)
SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—GAULT, STANLEY C.

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Press Releases
Videos
See Audio-Visual location—Campus Close-Up, Show 101

Advising, Planning and Experiential Learning Center (APEX)
SEE ALSO: APEX FELLOWSHIPS
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Library
DEPARTMENTS—Career Services
DEPARTMENTS—Center for Academic Advising
DEPARTMENTS—Educational Planning and Advising Center

Note: New facility, renovated space in Gault Library, Lower 1, as of Fall 2012.

X-Refs.
Press Releases

All Faiths Chapel
X-Refs.

Allen Commons
SEE ALSO: ALLEN, CLARENCE BEECHER
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center
CLARENCE BEECHER ALLEN SCHOLARSHIP

X-Refs.

The Alley
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center
SEE ALSO: SCOT LANES

Note: This area of lower Lowry Center was renovated in 2018 and turned into a multi-purpose facility. This area was formerly occupied by Scot Lanes Bowling Alley.

Allis House (1378 Beall)
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (proof sheets) [of]
Alumni House
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Faculty Club
TRUSTEES—Sechrest, Edmund

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Amphitheatre
X-Refs.

Andrew Turf Field
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Papp Stadium

Andrews Hall (1307 N. Bever)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Muslim Prayer Room
TRUSTEES—Andrews, Mabel Shields

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Applications
Architects’ Books
See Flat Documents location
Artwork [about]
Blueprints
See Oversized location
By-Laws
CDs
See Audio-Visual location—BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Andrews Hall

Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
1952 Aug. 15 – 1952 Dec. 8
Box 1a

Andrews Hall
Correspondence [about]
1953 Jan. 8 – 1954 Sept. 10
Box 2

Andrews Hall
  Correspondence [about]
    1954 Sept. 20 – [n.d.]
  Estimates
    See also Oversized location
Box 3

Andrews Hall
  Funding
  Invitations
  Notes
    See also Legal-Size location
  Papers [about]
  Photographs [about]
  Photographs [of]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Photographs (slides) [of]
    See Slides location
  Postcards
  Prayers
  Press Releases
  Programs
  Reports
  Web Pages
Box 4

Andrews Library (1140 Beall)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Collaborative Research Environment (CoRE)
          BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Frick Library
          BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Gault Library
          BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Timken Science Library
          DEPARTMENTS—Library
          TRUSTEES—Andrews, Mabel Shields

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Agendas
Architectural Models
          See Oversized location
Artwork [about]
Blueprints
          See also Map location
Clippings [about]
Contracts
Correspondence [about]
          1948 Oct. 23 – 1959 June
Box 5

Andrews Library
Correspondence [about]
Box 6

Andrews Library
  Correspondence [about]
    See also Legal-Size location
    1962 Apr. – [n.d.]
Daybooks, Calendars
Flyers, Pamphlets
Funding
Invitations
Memorabilia
Minutes
Notes
  See also Legal-Size location
Box 7

Andrews Library
Notes
   See also Legal-Size location
   [n.d.]
Notices
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
   See also Map location
   See also Oversized location
   1959-1961
Box 8

Andrews Library
Photographs [of]
See also Map location
See also Oversized location
1962
Box 9

Andrews Library
Photographs [of]
    See also Map location
    See also Oversized location
    1963-[n.d.]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
    See Slides location
Postcards
Prayers
Press Releases
    See also Legal-Size location
Programs
Proposals
Questionnaires
Reports
Videos
    See Audio-Visual location—College of Wooster Library History
Box 9a

Architects—Angilly, Arthur O.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
  Papers [by]
  Photographs [of]
  Press Releases

Architects—Bergmeyer
  X-Refs.

Architects—Bohlin, Cywinski, Jackson
  X-Refs.

Architects—BSHM Architects of Columbus
  X-Refs.

Architects—Cellarius, Charles F.
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Photographs [of]
  Press Releases

Architects—Christ-Janer, Victor
  X-Refs.
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]

Architects—Dober, Lidsky, Craig and Associates
  X-Refs.

Architects—Dober, Lidsky, Mathey, Inc.
  X-Refs.

Architects—EYP
  X-Refs.
  Correspondence [about]
  Press Releases
Box 9b

Architects—Hastings and Chivetta
  X-Refs.
  Web Pages
Architects—Heine, Crider, Williamson
  X-Refs.
Architects—Kliment and Halsband
  X-Refs.
Architects—Kline, Jack
  X-Refs.
Architects—Kline-Meyer Architects, Inc.
  X-Refs.
Architects—Lewis, Tsurumaki, Lewis
           Spec Coll NA712.7.U55 2006
  X-Refs.
Flyers, Pamphlets
  See Oversized location
Press Releases
  See Oversized location
Architects—Little Architects (Charlotte, N.C.)
  X-Refs.
Architects—MacLachlan, Cornelius, And Filoni
  X-Refs.
Architects—Meyer, Jim
  X-Refs.
Architects—Nimmons, George C.
  X-Refs.
  Addresses [by]
Architects—Payette Associates
  X-Refs.
Architects—Perry, Dean, Rogers
  X-Refs.
Architects—Ronald Spahn and Associates
  X-Refs.
Architects—Shaffer, Flynn, and Associates
  X-Refs.
Architects—Spahn and Barnes
  X-Refs.
Architects—Sutcliffe, John
  Papers [about]
Architects—Walsh, Travis G.
  Biographies [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Correspondence [from]
  Correspondence [to]
Armington Hall (345 E. Wayne)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Latinx Lounge
TRUSTEES—Armington, George E.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
By-Laws
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Estimates
Invitations
Notes
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (slides) [of]
    See Slides location
Programs
Proposals
Web Pages
Box 10

Armington Physical Education Center (1267 Beall)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Campus Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--L.C. Boles Memorial Golf Course
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Old Gymnasium
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scot Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Severance Gymnasium
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Severance Stadium
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Swigart Fitness Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Timken Gymnasium
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Warren Memorial Tennis Courts
DEPARTMENTS--Physical Education
TRUSTEES—Armington, George E.

X-Refs.
Artwork [about]
Blueprints
   See also Map location
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Box 11

Armington Physical Education Center
   Estimates
   Funding
   Notes
   Papers [about]
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
      See Negatives location
   Photographs (slides) [of]
      See Slides location
   Press Releases
   Programs
   Proposals
   Reports

Art Murray Baseball Field
   X-Refs.

Aultz House (575 and 575 ½ E. University)
   X-Refs.
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
      See Negatives location

Austin Organ
   SEE ALSO:  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Davis Memorial Organ
               BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Memorial Chapel

   Programs

Avery House (558 Stibbs)
   X-Refs.
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
      See Negatives location

Web Pages
Box 12

Babcock Hall (1315 Beall)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Living Room
TRUSTEES—Babcock, Birton E.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Artwork [about]
Blueprints
  See also Oversized location
By-Laws
Clippings [about]
Contracts
  See also Legal-Size location
Correspondence [about]
  1933 Mar. 10 – 1934 Dec. 27
Box 12a

Babcock Hall
Correspondence [about]
Box 12b

Babcock Hall
  Correspondence [about]
    1935 Mar. – 1935 May
Box 12c

Babcock Hall
  Correspondence [about]
Box 12d

Babcock Hall
Correspondence [about]
Box 12e

Babcock Hall
Correspondence [about]
Box 12f

Babcock Hall
Correspondence [about]
Box 12g

Babcock Hall
  Correspondence [about]
  1937 Feb. – [n.d.]
  Estimates
    See also Legal-Size location
  Flyers, Pamphlets
    See also Legal-Size Location
Box 12h

Babcock Hall
Invoices
1931 Jul. 24 – 1935 June 28
Box 12i

Babcock Hall
Invoices
1935 June 29 – 1935 Oct. 23
Box 12j

Babcock Hall
Invoices
Box 12k

Babcock Hall
Invoices
Box 12l

Babcock Hall

Invoices
Memorandum
Minutes
Notes
  See also Oversized location
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
  See also Oversized location
Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
  See Slides location
Postcards
Receipts
Reports
Web Pages
Box 13

Babcock Union Building  [Proposed, but never built]
SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Babcock, Birton E.

X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Notes

Barn (326 E. Bowman)
Correspondence [about]

Barracks (Housing)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Music Hall

Note: 1870s-1881/1882 housing for men was called the “barracks” and included a house on the SE corner of Bever and Spring streets. With Karl Merz’s arrival on campus about 1882, that house became the Music Hall and Karl Merz took up residence on the top floor. (See Wooster of the Middle West, Volume I.)

X-Refs.

Barracks (Military) (located both east of Holden and on the site where Freedlander Theatre is currently located)
Note: Not to be confused with the early housing for students that was located in the old Music Hall. Military barracks were erected in the 1940s to house G.I.s and returning veterans.

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location

Baseball Field
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Art Murray Baseball Field

Beall Avenue Project
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Maps
Notes
Press Releases

Beall Hall (corner of Beall and Bowman, Capt. J. Kauke’s home)
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Conservatory of Music
Behoteguy House (1368 Beall)
Note: “German House” location circa 1960s (per Apr. 12, 1961 clipping)

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location

Bennett Residence (1135 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Missionary Homes
         BUILDINGS AND GROUND--Rankin House

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Box 14

Bissman Hall (1330 Beall)
  X-Refs.
  Addresses [about]
  By-Laws
  Clippings [about]
  Contracts
  Correspondence [about]
  Estimates
  Notes
    See also Legal-Size location
  Papers [about]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Photographs (proof sheets) [of]
  Photographs (slides) [of]
    See Slides location
  Programs
  Press Releases
  Proposals
  Web Pages

Black and Gold Tea Room
  Clippings [about]

Black Students’ Association Lounge
  SEE ALSO: BLACK STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Douglass Hall
  X-Refs.

Bontrager House (1407 Beall)
  Note: Razed July 2006.
  X-Refs.
  Applications
  By-Laws
  Correspondence [about]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Statements
Bookstore
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center (1967-present)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—McClellan’s Book Store (1877-[1934?])
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Observatory (1940-[1967?])
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Chemistry (1935-[1940?])

SEE ALSO: DEPARTMENTS—Bookstore
DEPARTMENTS—Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
DEPARTMENTS—McClellan’s Book Store

Note: Over the years the bookstore was located in or attached to many different building structures in various locations on campus and in town. Rather than processing facility materials under “Bookstore,” the materials are located under the appropriate building name. Materials related to departmental activities have been processed in departmental files.

Bornhuetter Hall (1406 Beall)
SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Bornhuetter, Ronald L.

X-Refs.
Blueprints
See Oversized location
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Photographs [of]
Press Releases
Web Pages
Box 15

Bowman Hall (546 Bowman)

SEE ALSO: BEALL, REASIN
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Miller Manor
WAYNE COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY

X-Refs.
Artwork [about]
See Oversized location
Clippings [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location

The Bridge
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center

X-Refs.

Brush Hall
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Brush Lobby
TRUSTEES—Brush, Doug

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Invitations

Brush Lobby
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Brush Hall
TRUSTEES—Brush, Doug

X-Refs.

Bryan House (1439 Beall)
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Web Pages

Buchanan Place
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Missionary Homes
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Westminster Cottage

Burton D. Morgan Hall
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Morgan Hall

Butterfly Memorial Garden
X-Refs.

Cage
X-Refs.
Calcei House (823 College Mall)
X-Refs.
By-Laws
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Web Pages
Calvin Mateer Missionary Home (608 E. University)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Missionary Homes
X-Refs.
Notes
Photographs [of]
Campus Center
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scot Center
CAMPUS CENTER STEERING COMMITTEE
X-Refs.
Press Releases
Campus Lodge (1233 Beall Avenue)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Taylor Residence
X-Refs.
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Campus Walk
Postcards
Carl B. Munson Track
Addresses [about]
Centennial Hall (909 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Miller Manor (909 Beall)
X-Refs.
Christmas Cards
Clippings [about]
Manuscripts [about]
Chapel
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Kauke Hall
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--McGaw Chapel
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Memorial Chapel
Chapel Bell
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—McGaw Chapel
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Memorial Chapel

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Memorabilia
Notes
Photographs [of]

Cindy Barr Hockey-Lacrosse Field

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Andrews Library

X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Press Releases

College of Wooster Libraries
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Andrews Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Frick Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Timken Science Library
DEPARTMENTS—Library

Colonial Club (809 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Colonial House

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]

Colonial House (809 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Colonial Club

X-Refs.
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Web Pages

Commons
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Missionary Homes
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scott Cottage
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westminster Cottage
Box 16

Compton Hall (1327 Beall)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Compton House
         BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Solemn Prayer Room
         COMPTON COLLECTION

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Artwork [about]
Blueprints
   See also Legal-Size location
   See also Map location
By-Laws
CDs
   See Audio-Visual location—BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—
      Compton Hall
Clippings [about]
Contracts
   See Legal-Size location
Correspondence [about]
Box 18

Compton Hall
Correspondence [about]
Box 19

Compton Hall
  Correspondence [about]
    1956 Jan. 5 – [n.d.]

  Estimates
    See Oversized location
  Flyers, Pamphlets
    See also Legal-Size location
  Funding
    See also Legal-Size location
  Invitations
  Invoices
  Memorabilia
  Minutes
Box 20

Compton Hall
- Notes
- Papers [about]
- Photographs [of]
  - See also Oversized location
- Photographs (negatives) [of]
  - See Negatives location
- Photographs (slides) [of]
  - See Slides location
- Postcards
- Press Releases
- Programs
- Proposals
- Publications (galley proofs) [about]
  - See Oversized location
- Reports
- Web Pages

Compton House
- See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Compton Hall
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Solemn Prayer Room
- COMPTON COLLECTION

Conservatory Hall
- See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Miller Manor (909 Beall)

Conservatory of Music (corner of Beall and Bowman, Capt. J. Kauke’s home)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Merz Hall
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Music Hall
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scheide Music Center
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Temporary Union Building (T.U.B.)
- DEPARTMENTS—Music

X-Refs.
- Clippings [about]
- Notes
- Photographs [of]
  - See also Oversized location
- Photographs (negatives) [of]
  - See Negatives location
- Postcards

Coolidge Seminar Room
- See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Kauke Hall
- SEE ALSO: FACULTY—Coolidge, Lowell W.

Corner Club
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Corner House
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Korner Club

X-Refs.
Corner House (819 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Corner Club
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Korner Club

X-Refs.
Photographs [about]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Web Pages
Cowpatch
X-Refs.
Crafts Center
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center
Crandall Apartments (326 (down) and 326 ½ (up) Pearl)
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Crandell House (806 College)
SEE ALSO: CRANDELL, GERTRUDE

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Manuscripts [about]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Culbertson House (1401 Beall)
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Culbertson-Slater
Note: Fall 2013 used as residence housing. Fall 2014 used as Security and Protective Services.

X-Refs.
D. J. Hard Tennis Courts
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Tennis Courts

Clippings [about]
Davidson Plaque
X-Refs.
Box 20a

Davis Memorial Organ

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Austin Organ
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—McGaw Chapel
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Memorial Chapel

X-Refs.
Blueprints
See Oversized location
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Invoices
Manuscripts [about]
Notes
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
Postcards
Programs

Delmar Archway
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Kauke Hall (Delmar Archway)

Dewitt Property
See TRUSTEES—Miller, William H.—Correspondence [from]—1928-30

Note: Greenhouse property behind Kenarden Lodge. In 1928 the Board of Trustees and Douglass heirs wanted to construct Douglass Hall on this spot, but no agreement was reached and Douglass construction was moved to current location.

Dixon Flower Garden
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location

Double Core
X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Press Releases
Box 21

Douglass Hall (475 E. Wayne)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Black Students’ Association Lounge

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
By-Laws
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]

1928 June 4 – 1929 Oct. 25
Box 22

Douglass Hall
  Correspondence [about]
  1929 Oct. 25 – [n.d.]
Estimates
  See also Legal-Size location
Flyers, Pamphlets
  See Legal-Size location
Invitations
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
  See also Oversized location
Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
  See Slides location
Postcards
Programs
Web Pages
Box 22a

Dunn House (1204 N. Bever)
SEE ALSO:  FACULTY—Dunn, Waldo H.

By-Laws
Correspondence [about]

East End Apartments
X-Refs.

Eberhart House
X-Refs.
Applications
Correspondence [about]

Ebert Art Center (1220 Beall)
SEE ALSO:  TRUSTEES—Ebert, Robert O.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Frick Art
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Severance Art
DEPARTMENTS—Art

X-Refs.
Invitations
Photographs [of]
Press Releases

Faculty Club
SEE ALSO:  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Alumni House
FACULTY CLUB

X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Proposals
See Legal-Size
Reports

Faculty Lounge
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center

Fairlawn Apartments
X-Refs.

Fern Valley (Northwestern Holmes County, Ohio)
Note: Property formerly owned by Professor David Wilkin and Betty Crooks Wilkin (Class of 1964), gifted to the college.

X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Press Releases

Fighting Scots Banners
X-Refs.
Fire of 1901
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Old Main
   WOOSTER DAY

Fitch Missionary Home (11301 Beall, razed 1939)
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Missionary Homes

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]

Flattery, Lucas Home
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Miller Manor (909 Beall)

Flo K. and Stanley C. Gault Alumni Center
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Alumni Center

Flo K. Gault Library for Independent Study
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Library

Flowers and Plants
   X-Refs.

Founder’s Row
   Correspondence [about]

Fountain
   X-Refs.

The Four Seasons
   X-Refs.
Box 23

Freedlander Theater (329 E. University)
SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Freedlander, Harold H.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Wishart Hall
DEPARTMENTS—Theatre

X-Refs.
Agendas
Architects’ Books
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Wishart Hall—
Architects’ Books
Artwork [about]
Blueprints
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Estimates
Funding
Invitations
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Pledge Cards
Prayers
Press Releases
Programs
Proposals
Reports

Frick Art (410 E. University)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Ebert Art Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Frick Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Art
DEPARTMENTS—Art

X-Refs.
Architects’ Books
See Legal-Size location
Blueprints
See Legal-Size location
Photographs [of]
See also Oversized location
Postcards
Box 23a

Frick Library (410 E. University)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Andrews Library
         BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Frick Art
         BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Library
         BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Timken Science Library
         DEPARTMENTS--Library

X-Refs.
Architect’s Model
   See Oversized location
Artwork [about]
Blueprints
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Estimates
Flyers, Pamphlets
Memorabilia
Notes
   See also Legal-Size location
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
   See also Legal-Size location
   See also Oversized location
1901-1969
Box 23b
Frick Library
Photographs [of]
See also Legal-Size location
See also Oversized location
[n.d.] Exterior
Box 23c

Frick Library
  Photographs [of]
    See also Legal-Size location
    See also Oversized location
    [n.d.] Interior
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Postcards
  Questionnaires
Fountain
  See  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Waterfall
Fuller House
  By-Laws
Box 24

Gable House (836 College)
  X-Refs.
  Memorabilia
    See Oversized location
  Photographs [of]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Web Pages

Galpin Hall (1101 N. Bever)
  SEE ALSO: GALPIN, WILLIAM A.

  X-Refs.
  Addresses [about]
  Applications
  Artwork [about]
  Blueprints
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Memorabilia
  Minutes
  Notes
  Papers [about]
  Photographs [of]
    See also Oversized location
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Postcards
  Prayers
  Press Releases
  Transcripts
Galpin Park
   X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Gardens
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Butterfly Memorial Garden
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Dixon Flower Garden
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Learning Garden
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Rain Gardens
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Zen Meditation Garden
Gasche Street Proposal
   X-Refs.
Gault Admissions Center (847 College)
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Admissions Center
Gault Alumni Center (1012 Beall)
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Merz Hall
   TRUSTEES—GAULT, STANLEY C.

   Note: Property formerly Overholt Residence (1012 Beall). As Merz Hall it housed the Department of Music (1941-1987), served as student housing (1987-1992), and Gault Alumni Center 1993-present.

   X-Refs.
   Addresses [about]
   Flyers, Pamphlets
   Invitations
   Photographs [of]
   Programs
Gault Family Learning Center
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Schoolhouse
   TRUSTEES—Gault, Stanley C.

   NOTE: The transfer of this property to the college was announced March 2013. Prior to it being the Gault Family Learning Center, it was Beall Avenue school. First mention of it as Gault Schoolhouse (The Wooster Voice Apr. 26, 2013).

   X-Refs.
   Clippings [about]
   Correspondence [about]
   Press Releases
Gault Liberty Center
   X-Refs.
Gault Library (1140 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Advising, Planning and Experiential Learning Center (APEX)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Andrews Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Frick Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Timken Science Library
DEPARTMENTS--Library
TRUSTEES—GAULT, STANLEY C.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Artwork [about]
   See Map location
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Invitations
Memorabilia
Notes
Photographs [of]
   See also Oversized location
Postcards
Press Releases
Programs
Videos
   See Audio-Visual location—Flo K. Gault Library Dedication

Gault Manor (534 E. Wayne)
X-Refs.
Press Releases
Web Pages

Gault Schoolhouse
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Family Learning Center
TRUSTEES—Gault, Stanley C.

NOTE: The transfer of this property to the college was announced March 2013. Prior to it being the Gault Family Learning Center, it was Beall Avenue school. First mention of it as Gault Schoolhouse (The Wooster Voice Apr. 26, 2013).

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Memorabilia
   See Art Room location

George Dawkins Memorial Plaque
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Girl With Doves
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Ebert Art Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Severance Art
DEPARTMENTS--Art

X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]

Government Units
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Barracks

Gleason Home
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Julia Gleason Home

Grace E. Smith Memorial Walkway
SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Smith, Grace E.

X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location

Grosjean House (657 E. University)
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location

Web Pages

Gymnasium
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Old Gymnasium (1882-1912)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Gymnasium (1912-1968)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Physical Education Center (1968, 1973-present)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Timken Gymnasium (1968, 1973-present)

Gymnasium (Proposed 1940s, but never built)
Correspondence [about]
Box 25

Hart House (570 E. Wayne, razed 2001)
   X-Refs.
   By-Laws

Henderson Apartments
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Henderson Memorial Home for Missionaries

Henderson Memorial Home For Missionaries (A 1461 Beall, B1 & B2 1464 Beall, C1 & C2 445 Bloomington, D & E 439 Bloomington, F 433 Bloomington)
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Missionary Homes

   X-Refs.
   Addresses [about]
   Clippings [about]
   Correspondence [about]
   Notes
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
      See Negatives location
Box 26

Henry Luce III Hall
  See  Luce Hall
Henry Tombstone
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Notes
  Photographs [of]
Henry William Tauesch Lounge
  See  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center
Herman Freedlander Theater
  See  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Freedlander Theater
Hesson House (1422 Beall)
  X-Refs.
Hider Apartments (561 and 561 ½ E. University)
  SEE ALSO:  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Hider House

  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
Hider House (657 E. University)
  SEE ALSO:  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Hider Apartments

    Photographs (negatives) [of]
      See Negatives location
Web Pages
High Point Nook
  X-Refs.
Highland Park
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Photographs [of]
Hockey Field
  See  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Cindy Barr Hockey-Lacrosse Field
Holden Annex (1101 Beall, razed 2015)
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Notes
  Photographs [about]
  Photographs [of]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
Holden Hall (1101 Beall)
SEE ALSO: PRESIDENTS (1899-1915)—Holden, Louis E.

X-Refs.
Applications
Artwork [about]
Blueprints
  See also Map location
By-Laws
Clippings [about]
Contracts
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Funding
Minutes
Newsletters
Notes
Box 26a

Holden Hall

Photographs [of]
  See also Oversized location
Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
  See Slides location
Postcards
Programs
Reports
Web Pages

The Hollows

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Knight’s Hollow

X-Refs.
Hoover Cottage (Razed 1968)

SEE ALSO:  HOOVER COTTAGE MOB (1900 OCT.)
           WOMEN’S ADVISORY BOARD


X-Refs.
By-Laws
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Invitations
Memorabilia
Notes
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
    See also Legal-Size location
    See also Oversized location
    1912-[n.d.] Exterior
**Box 28**

Hoover Cottage
Photographs [of]
See also Legal-Size location
See also Oversized location
[n.d.] Interior
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Postcards
Howell House
X-Refs.
Howman House
By-Laws
Hunter Corbett Missionary Home (602 E. University Street)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Missionary Homes

X-Refs.
Notes
Photographs [of]
Box 29

Hygeia Hall (College Mall, NW corner of Pine)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Medical College
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Student Wellness Center
DEPARTMENTS—Medical
DEPARTMENTS—Student Health Center

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Applications
Artwork [about]
   See Oversized location
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Invitations
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
   See Slides location
Postcards
Programs

Ice Rink
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center (Ice Rink)

Iceman House (1455 Beall)
   X-Refs.
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
      See Negatives location
Web Pages

Ichabod’s
   X-Refs.

Inky
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Livingstone Lodge
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Missionary Homes
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westminster Home

Ivy
   X-Refs.
   Poems [about]
Johnson House (1419 Beall)
X-Refs.
By-Laws
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
Web Pages

Julia Gleason Home (618 E. University)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Missionary Homes
Note: Another building by this name was located at 1473 Beall, but it was destroyed by fire in 1914.

X-Refs.
Notes

Juliana Long Hall
    See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Juliana Long Home (546 Bowman)

Juliana Long Home (546 Bowman)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Bowman Hall (546 Bowman)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Missionary Homes

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]

Juliana Long Home (620 E. University)
Note: Housed missionary families 1915-1952 (See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Missionary Houses—Papers [about]—1953 June.)
    Temporary housing for women for one year. (See 1954/55 catalogue.)

Notes
Photographs [of]
Box 30

Kate House (1440 Beall)
  X-Refs.
  Clippings [about]
  Photographs [of]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location

Web Pages

Kauke Conservatory of Music
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Conservatory of Music
  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Merz Hall
  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Music Hall
  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scheide Music Center
  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Temporary Union Building (T.U.B.)
  DEPARTMENTS—Music
  SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Kauke, John H.

Kauke Hall (400 E. University)
  SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Kauke, John H.

X-Refs.
  Addresses [about]
  Artwork [about]
  Blueprints
    See also Map location
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Flyers, Pamphlets
  Funding
  Invitations
  Ledgers
    See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Ledgers—1901-1903
  Manuscripts [about]
  Memorabilia
    See Flat Document location
  Minutes
Box 31

Kauke Hall
  Notes
  Notices
  Papers [about]
  Photographs [of]
    See also Legal-Size location
    See also Oversized location
    [1902?]-[2003?]
Box 31a

Kauke Hall

Photographs [of]
  See also Legal-Size location
  See also Oversized location
  [n.d.]

Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location

Postcards
Prayers
Press Releases
Programs
Proposals
Reports
Web Pages
Box 31b

Kauke Hall (Delmar Archway)
  X-Refs.
  Artwork [about]
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Photographs [of]
  Postcards
  Press Releases
  Programs
  Web Pages
Kauke Language Lab
  SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Kauke, John H.

  X-Refs.
  Correspondence [about]
  Estimates
  Notes
  Proposals
  Reports
Kauke Conservatory of Music
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Conservatory of Music
  SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Merz Hall
Karl Merz Hall
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Merz Hall
Box 32

Kenarden Lodge (1209 N. Bever)
  X-Refs.
  Addresses [about]
  Applications
  Artwork [about]
  By-Laws
  Clippings [about]
  Correspondence [about]
  Estimates
    See also Legal-Size location
  Flyers, Pamphlets
  Glass Slides
    See Oversized location
  Invoices
  Memorabilia
  Minutes
  Notes
  Papers [about]
  Photographs [of]
    See also Oversized location
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Photographs (slides) [of]
    See Slides location
  Postcards
  Reports
    See also Legal-Size location
  Web Pages

Kenarden Veterans’ Units
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Barracks (Military)

Kennedy Apartments (1433 Beall)
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Web Pages
Box 33

Kieffer House (829 College Mall)
X-Refs.
Applications
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Web Pages
Kirkwood Home (847 College)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Myers House
   Clippings [about]
Kittredge Dining Hall (535 E. Wayne)
X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Artwork [about]
Biographies
Blueprints
   See also Map location
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Estimates
Gifts
Invitations
Minutes
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Press Releases
Programs
Reports
Knight’s Hollow
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—The Hollows
   X-Refs.
   Flyers, Pamphlets
   Proposals
   Web Pages
Korner Club (819 Beall)
SEE ALSO:  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Corner Club
          BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Corner House

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
L.C. Boles Memorial Lounge
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Armington Physical Education Center
SEE ALSO: FACULTY—Boles, Lawrence C.
L. C. Boles Memorial Golf Course
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Physical Education Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Wooster Inn
FACULTY—Boles, Lawrence C.

X-Refs.
Certificates
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Invoices
Memorabilia
Notes
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Postcards
Web Pages

Labyrinth
X-Refs.
Press Releases

Lacrosse Field
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Cindy Barr Hockey-Lacrosse Field

Landscaping
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Trees

Latinx Lounge
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Hall

X-Refs.
Press Releases

Learning Garden
X-Refs.

Lewis House (828 College Mall)
X-Refs.
By-Laws
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Web Pages

LGBTQIA+ Inclusive Space
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Q Space
Library
See
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Andrews Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Frick Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Timken Science Library
DEPARTMENTS—Library

Life Sciences
See
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Ruth Williams Hall of Life Sciences

Lifetime / Earftime
X-Refs.
Flyers, Pamphlets

Lilly Barn

Reports

Lilly House (1452 Beall)
X-Refs.
Flyers, Pamphlets
Press Releases

Lincoln Statue
X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]
See also Legal-Size location
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Press Releases
Programs

Living Room
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Babcock Hall

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
See Oversized location

Living-Learning Program Houses
See
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gable House
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Hart House
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scot Cottage
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westminster Cottage
Livingstone Lodge (Boys’ Inky) (846 College)
Note: When this building was torn down Westminster Church House
was erected on this site.
SEE ALSO: ALPHA GAMMA EPSILON
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Missionary Homes
EIGHTH SECTION

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Manuscripts [about]
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Photographs (proof sheets) [of]
Proposals

Long Hall
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Juliana Long Home (546 Bowman)

Long Home
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Juliana Long Home (546 Bowman)

Long House
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Juliana Long House (626 E.
University)

Long Lounge
X-Refs.

Longbrake Wellness Center (570 E. Wayne)
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Student Wellness Center
SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Longbrake, William A.

Lost War Bird No. 1
X-Refs.
Artwork [about]
Clippings [about]
Memorabilia
See also Oversized location
Photographs [of]

Lovers’ Lane
X-Refs.
Box 34a

Lowry Center (1189 Beall)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Campus Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scot Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Waterfall
HONORARY DEGREES—Fitch, George F.
PRESIDENTS (1944-1967)—Lowry, Howard F.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Architects’ Books
  See Legal-Size location
Artwork [about]
Blueprints
  See also Map Case location
Clippings [about]
Box 35

Lowry Center (1189 Beall)
- Contracts
- Correspondence [about]
- Estimates
  - See also Legal-Size location
- Flyers, Pamphlets
  - See also Legal-Size location
Box 36

Lowry Center
- Funding
- Invitations
- Memorabilia
  - See Flat Document location
  - See Oversized location
- Minutes
- Notes
- Petitions
- Photographs [of]
  - See also Oversized location
- Photographs (negatives) [of]
  - See Negatives location
- Photographs (proof sheets) [of]
- Photographs (slides) [of]
  - See Slides location
- Postcards
- Press Releases
- Programs
- Questionnaires
- Reports
- Scrapbooks
  - See Scrapbook location
- Timecapsules
  - See Memorabilia
- Videos
  - See Audio-Visual location—Campus Close-Up, Show 101

Lowry Center (Ice Rink)
- X-Refs.
- Clippings [about]
- Correspondence [about]
- Flyers, Pamphlets
- Web Pages

Lowry Chapel
- SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—McGaw Chapel
  PRESIDENTS (1944-1967)—Lowry, Howard F.

X-Refs.
Luce Hall (977 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Zen Meditation Garden
TRUSTEES—Luce, Henry III

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Photographs [of]
Videos
See Audio-Visual location—Henry Luce III Hall Dedication
Web Pages

Lucy Couch Leaman Missionary Home (1201 Spink)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Missionary Homes

X-Refs.
Notes
Photographs [of]
Mackey Hall

See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westminster Church House
WESTMINSTER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Maison Francaise (1233 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Campus Lodge
MAISON FRANCAISE

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]

Manton Memorial Flagpole
X-Refs.

Marriage Barracks
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Barracks (Military)

Mary Reynolds Schauffler Missionary Home (606 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Missionary Homes

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]

Mateer Hall (931 College Mall)
Note: Razed 2016. Replaced by Ruth Williams Hall of Life Sciences.
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Ruth Williams Hall of Life Sciences
TRUSTEES—Mateer, John G.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Agendas
Architects’ Books
See Oversized location
Artwork [about]
Christmas Cards
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Box 38

Mateer Hall
   Correspondence [about]
      1968 Apr. 1 – [n.d.]
Invitations
Invoices
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
   See Slides Location
Postcards
Press Releases
Programs
Matthew Andrews Hall
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Andrews Hall
McClellan’s Book Store
   Note: located in downtown Wooster.
   SEE ALSO: DEPARTMENTS—Book Store

X-Refs.
McDavitt House (924 Spink)
   X-Refs.
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
      See Negatives location
Web Pages
Box 39

McGaw Chapel (340 E. University)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Chapel Bell
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Davis Memorial Organ
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Chapel
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Memorial Chapel
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westminster Church
House
MCGAW CHALLENGE
MCGAW, FOSTER G.
WESTMINSTER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
See also Legal-Size location
Agendas
Blueprints
Clippings [about]
Contracts
Correspondence [about]
See also Legal-Size location
Box 40

McGaw Chapel
Correspondence [about]
See also Legal-Size location
1966 Jul. 20 – 1967 Nov. 8
Box 41

McGaw Chapel
Correspondence [about]
See also Legal-Size location
1967 Nov. 9 – 1970 Apr. 29
Box 42

McGaw Chapel
  Correspondence [about]
  See also Legal-Size location
  1970 May 12 – 1972 Feb. 11
Box 43

McGaw Chapel
  Correspondence [about]
    See also Legal-Size location
    1972 Feb. 21 – [n.d.]
Estimates
Flyers, Pamphlets
Funding
Gifts
Invitations
Invoices
Menus
Minutes
Box 44

McGaw Chapel
Notes
   See also Legal-Size location
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
   See Slides location
Postcards
Presentations[about]
Press Releases
Box 45

McGaw Chapel
   Programs
   Proposals
   Reports
   Transcripts
McKinley Memorial Bell
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Chapel Bell
Medical College
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Hygeia Hall
   DEPARTMENTS—Medical
   DEPARTMENTS—Student Health Center

X-Refs.
Melissa Schultz Nature Preserve
   SEE ALSO: FACULTY—Schultz, Melissa
   MONTESSORI SCHOOL OF WOOSTER

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Press Releases
Memorial Chapel (NW corner of University and College Mall)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Davis Memorial Organ
     BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—McGaw Chapel

X-Refs.
Artwork [about]
     See also Map Case location
     See also Oversized location
Blueprints
     See also Oversized location
Christmas Cards
Clippings [about]
     See also Oversized location
Correspondence [about]
DVDs
     See Audio-Visual location—BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Memorial Chapel
Ledgers
     See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Ledgers—1901-1903
Memorabilia
     See Flat Document location
Notes
Papers [about]
Box 46a

Memorial Chapel
Photographs [of]
See also Legal-Size location
See also Oversized location
[1901?]-[1969-1970?]
Box 47

Memorial Chapel
- Photographs [of]
  - See also Legal-Size location
  - See also Oversized location
  - [n.d.]
- Photographs (negatives) [of]
  - See Negatives location
- Photographs (proof sheets) [of]
- Postcards
- Programs
- Reports

Memorial Walkway
- See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Grace E. Smith Memorial Walkway
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Phil Shipe Memorial Walkway
Men’s Commons
Proposals
Merz Hall
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Conservatory of Music
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Alumni Center
FACULTY—Merz, Karl

Note: Property formerly Overholt Residence (1012 Beall). As Merz Hall it housed the Department of Music (1941-1987), served as student housing (1987-1992), and Gault Alumni Center 1993-present.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Artwork [about]
   See Oversized location
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Minutes
Notes
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
   See Slides location
Postcards
Press Releases
Programs

Meyer’s House
   Applications
   Correspondence [about]

Miller Lakes
   Applications
   Correspondence [about]

Miller Manor (546 Bowman)
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Bowman Hall (546 Bowman)

WAYNE COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Miller Manor (909 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Centennial Hall

X-Refs.
By-Laws
Clippings [about]
Notes
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
Postcards
Web Pages
Missionary Homes

SEE ALSO:
- BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Bennett Residence
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Buchanan Place
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Calvin Mateer Missionary Home
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Fitch Missionary Home
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Henderson Memorial Home for Missionaries
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Hunter Corbett Missionary Home
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Noyes Missionary Home
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Rankin House
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scott Cottage
- BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westminster Cottage

UNPROCESSED MISSIONARY MATERIALS

X-Refs.
- By-Laws
- Charts
- Correspondence [about]
- Flyers, Pamphlets
  - See also Oversized location
- Manuscripts [about]
- Minutes
- Notes
- Papers [about]
- Reports

Monyer House (522 E. Wayne, razed July 2006)
X-Refs.
- By-Laws
- Photographs [of]
- Photographs (negatives) [of]
  - See Negatives location

Morgan Hall (930 College Mall)
SEE ALSO: MORGAN, BURTON D.

X-Refs.
- Artwork [about]
  - See Oversized location
- Photographs [of]
- Press Releases
- Videos
  - See Audio-Visual location—Campus Close-Up, Show 101
Morris House (930 Spink)
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Web Pages
Music Annex
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Temporary Union Building
(T.U.B.)
Music Building (circa 1960s) [Proposed, but never built]
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scheide Music Center

Correspondence [about]
Estimates
Notes

Music Hall (SE corner of Bever and Spring streets)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Barracks (Housing)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Conservatory of Music
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Merz Hall
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scheide Music Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Temporary Union Building
(T.U.B.)

DEPARTMENTS—Music
Note: With Karl Merz’s arrival on campus about 1882, this house
(formerly men’s housing called the “barracks”) became the Music Hall
and Karl Merz took up residence on the top floor. (See Wooster of the
Middle West, Volume I.)

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location

Programs

Muslim Prayer Room
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Andrews Hall

X-Refs.
Myers House (847 College)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Kirkwood Home

Note: Kirkwood sold the property to Myers in 1913.

X-Refs.
By-Laws
Clippings [about]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Netta Strain Scott Auditorium
   See   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scott Auditorium
Norman Morrison Memorial Bench
   SEE ALSO:  MORRISON, NORMAN
   Photographs [of]
Noyes Missionary Home (1245 Beall)
   SEE ALSO:  NOYES COLLECTION
   X-Refs.
   Photographs [of]
Nursery (Trees)
   See   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Trees
Box 49

Oak Grove
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Trees

X-Refs.
Observatory
Note: The student center was located in this structure (1942-1961).

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Rubbermaid Student Development Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Temporary Union Building

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Invitations
Menus
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
   See also Art Room
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Postcards
Programs
Proposals
Reports
Observatory (2013)
X-Refs.
Flyers, Pamphlets
Proposals
Web Pages
Box 50

Old Gymnasium (formerly located between Galpin and Taylor)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Physical Education Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Gymnasium
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Timken Gymnasium

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Notes
See also Legal-Size location
Photographs [of]
Time Capsules
Box 51

Old Main (formerly located between Timken Science Library and Kauke.)
Note: Destroyed by fire Dec. 11, 1901.

X-Refs.
Artwork [about]
    See also Oversized location
Blueprints
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
    See also Legal-Size location
Invitations
Ledgers
    See DEPARTMENTS--Development—Ledgers—1901-1902
Manuscripts [about]
Memorabilia
    See also Flat Document location
Notes
Box 51a

Old Main
  Photographs [of]
  See also Legal-Size location
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See also Negatives location
  Photographs (proof sheets) [of]
Pledge Cards
Postcards
Press Releases
Transcripts

Old Main Café (2006)
  See  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Kauke Hall
Box 52

Old Power Plant

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Service Building
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westinghouse Memorial Power Plant
MARCH OFF COAL

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Ledgers
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Ledgers—1901-1903
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location
Postcards

Olderman House (807 College Ave.)
  Note: Listed as rental property 8/2006.

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location

Omnibus
  X-Refs.

Organ
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Memorial Chapel

Otelia Compton Hall
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Compton Hall

Overholt House (1473 Beall)
  SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Conservatory of Music
  Note: Not to be confused with the former Overholt Residence at 1012 Beall which became Merz Hall and, later, Gault Alumni Center. Razed summer 2017.

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Photographs [of]
Press Releases

Overholt Residence (1012 Beall)
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Alumni Center
  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Merz Hall

Palmer Residence
  Photographs [of]
Papp Stadium (626 E. University)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Stadium
TRUSTEES—Papp, John P.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Postcards
Press Releases

Parking Lots
X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]

Parkinson House
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lilly House (2003-)

Peace Pole
X-Refs.
Flyers, Pamphlets

Pearl House (804 Beall)
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location

Phil Shipe Memorial Walkway
SEE ALSO: FACULTY—Shipe, Philip L.

X-Refs.
Press Releases

Physical Education Center
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Physical Education Center
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Old Gymnasium
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Papp Stadium
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Gymnasium
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Stadium
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Swigart Fitness Center
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Timken Gymnasium

Pipe Organ
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Austin Organ
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Davis Memorial Organ
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—McGaw Chapel
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Memorial Chapel

Plants and Plantings
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Trees

Platter Residence
See TRUSTEES—Miller, William H.—Correspondence [from]—1936
Power Plant
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Old Power Plant (1902-1939)
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westinghouse Memorial Power Plant (1939-present)
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Service Building
   MARCH OFF COAL

Practice House
Photographs [of]

President’s House (909 Beall)
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Miller Manor (909 Beall)
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—President’s House (433 E. University)

Photographs [of]

President’s House (433 E. University)
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—President’s House (909 Beall)

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Estimates
Flyers, Pamphlets
   See Oversized location
Photographs [of]
   See also Oversized location
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Postcards
Programs

Princeton Place
Clippings [about]

Q Space
X-Refs.
Flyers, Pamphlets
Web Pages

Quinby Quadrangle
X-Refs.
Notes

Quinby Quadrangle Plaque
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location

Rain Gardens
X-Refs.

Rankin House (1135 Beall)
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Bennett Residence
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Missionary Homes

X-Refs.
Recreation Center
X-Refs.
Reed House (1447 Beall)
X-Refs.
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Web Pages
Reed Plaque
SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Reed, James A.
X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Religious Education Building [Proposed, but never built]
Architects’ Books
See Legal-Size location
Blueprints
See Oversized location
Richardson House (329 E. Pine)
Note: Listed as rental property 8/2006.
X-Refs.
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Rickett House (942 Spink)
X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Web Pages
Robinson Plaque
X-Refs.
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Rock of 1874
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Chapel Bell
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—McGaw Chapel
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Memorial Chapel

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Notes
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Web Pages
Rubbermaid Guest House
   See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Wooster Inn Guest House
Rubbermaid House
   X-Refs.
Rubbermaid Student Development Center
   SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Observatory
      BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Temporary Union Building (T.U.B.)

Note: The former observatory was redesigned in 1941 as the Temporary Union Building (T.U.B.) and renovated in 1989 as the Rubbermaid Student Development Center. In Summer 2012, the Learning Center moved to Gault Library as part of the Advising, Planning and Experiential Learning Center (APEX). Fall 2013 it was used as a residence hall.

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
   See Art Room
Box 52a

Ruth Williams Hall of Life Sciences

SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Williams, Ruth W.

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Invitations
Memorabilia
See also Flat Document location
Press Releases

Sacred Spaces
See
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—All Faiths Chapel
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—High Point Nook
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Labyrinth
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Living Room
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Long Lounge
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Chapel
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Muslim Prayer Room
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Solemn Prayer Room
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Zen Meditation Garden

Sarah Adams Missionary Home (1201 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Missionary Homes

X-Refs.
Notes
Photographs [of]

Schauffler Home
See
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Mary Reynolds Schauffler Home

Scheide Music Center (525 E. University)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Conservatory of Music
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Merz Hall
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Music Building (circa 1960s) [Proposed, but never built]
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Music Hall
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Temporary Union Building (T.U.B.)
DEPARTMENTS—Music
HONORARY DEGREES—Scheide, William H.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Photographs [of]
Programs
Schlabach House (936 Spink)
X-Ref.
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Web Pages
Scot Center
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Physical Education Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Campus Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center

X-Ref.
Clippings [about]
See also Oversized location
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
See Oversized location
Memorabilia
See Flat Document location
Policy Statements
Press Releases
Reports
Scot Cottage (902 Beall, behind 904)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Livingstone Lodge
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westminster Cottage

X-Ref.
By-Laws
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
See Slides location
Web Pages
Scott Auditorium
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Taylor Hall
DEPARTMENTS--Theatre

X-Ref.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Notes
Photographs [of]
Scovel Hall (944 College Mall)

SEE ALSO: PRESIDENTS (1883-1899)—Scovel, Sylvester F.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Invitations
Ledgers
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Ledgers—1901-1903

Notes
See also Legal-Size location
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
See also Oversized location
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
See Slides location
Postcards

Seal
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location

Secrest Home
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Faculty Club
FACULTY CLUB

Service Building (580 E Wayne)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Old Power Plant
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Westinghouse Memorial
Power Plant
TRUSTEES—Armington, George E.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Estimates
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Box 54

Severance Art (1220 Beall)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Frick Art
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Gymnasium
TRUSTEES—Severance, Louis H.

Note: Formerly Severance Gymnasium. Housed Department of Physical Education 1912-1975, Department of Art 1973-present.

X-Refs.
Artwork [about]
   See Oversized location
Applications
Clippings [about]
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Press Releases
Box 55

Severance Chemistry (943 College Mall)

SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Severance, Louis H.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Blueprints
Applications
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
    See Legal-Size location
Flyers, Pamphlets
Invitations
Ledgers
    See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Ledgers—1901-1903
Memorabilia
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
    See also Oversized location
    [1902?] - [2001 Oct. ?]
Box 56

Severance Chemistry
Photographs [of]
See Oversized location
[n.d.], Exterior
Box 57

Severance Chemistry
Photographs [of]
See Oversized location
[n.d.], Interior
Box 58

Severance Chemistry
  Photographs [of]
    See also Oversized location
    [n.d.], Interior
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Photographs (slides) [of]
    See Slides location
Postcards
Programs
Proposals
Reports
Box 59

Severance Gymnasium (1220 Beall)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Physical Education Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Old Gymnasium
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Gymnasium
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Timken Gymnasium
TRUSTEES—Severance, Louis H.

Note: Housed Department of Physical Education 1912-1975, Department of Art 1973-present and renamed Severance Art.

X-Refs.
Artwork [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Box 59a

Severance Gymnasium
  Estimates
  See also Legal-Size location
  Invoices
  Memorabilia
  Notes
  See Legal-Size location
  Photographs [of]
  See also Art Room location
  See also Legal-Size location
  See also Oversized location
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See negatives location
  Poems [about]
  Postcards
  Programs
  Proposals
  See also Legal-Size location

Severance Stadium
  SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Severance, Louis H.
  Correspondence [about]
  Funding
  Minutes
  Notes
  Photographs [of]
  See also Legal-Size location
  See also Oversized location
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See also Negatives location
  Postcards
Box 60

Shack (437 E. Pine)
SEE ALSO:  PINE STREET COFFEE HOUSE
SHACK
Note:  Razed Summer 2014.

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Memorabilia
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Press Releases
Videos
   See Audio-Visual location—Campus Close-Up, Show 101

Shearer House (835 College)
X-Refs.
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Web Pages

Shoolroy Theatre
   See  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Freedlander Theatre
       DEPARTMENTS—Theatre

Slater House (602 E. Wayne)
SEE ALSO:  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Culbertson-Slater
Note:  Fall 2013 used as a residence hall and called Culbertson-Slater.
Fall 2014 used by Security and Protective Services

X-Refs.
By-Laws
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location

Smucker House (Henrietta)
X-Refs.

Solar System
   Clippings [about]
   Press Releases

Solemn Prayer Room
   SEE ALSO:  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Compton Hall

X-Refs.
Spanish House
   Photographs [of]
Stadium
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Papp Stadium
  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Stadium

Stadium House (629 and 629 ½ E. University)
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
  Web Pages

Stadium Veterans’ Units
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Barracks (Military)

Stanley C. and Flo K. Gault Alumni Center
  See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Gault Alumni Center

Stephen C. Gault Balcony
  SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center
  TRUSTEES—Gault, Stephen C.

X-Refs.

Stevenson Hall (415 E. Wayne)
  SEE ALSO: STEVENSON, HELEN AND STEVENSON, ROBERT E.
            STEVENSON, MAUDE

X-Refs.
  Addresses [about]
  Architects’ Books
    See Legal-Size location
  Artwork [about]
  By-Laws
  Clippings[about]
  Correspondence[about]
  Estimates
  Minutes
  Notes
  Photographs [about]
  Photographs [of]
  Photographs (slides) [of]
    See Slides location
  Programs
  Proposals
  Web Pages

Stoddard House
  SEE ALSO: FACULTY—Stoddard, Orange N.

X-Refs.
Stone from London
Note: Located in Art Museum Collection [as of Jan. 2002].

X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Notes
Photographs [of]

Streetscape
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Beall Ave. Project

Student Recreation Center
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scot Center

Student Union
Note: Over the years the “student center” or “union building” was located in or attached to many different building structures and in various locations on campus. Rather than processing the files under “student center,” the materials are located under the building name.

See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Campus Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center (1968-present)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scot Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Temporary Union Building (1961-1968)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Observatory (1942-1961)
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Babcock Union Building (proposed 1924-1933, but never built)

Also Note: Over the years, social functions occurred on campus at the following locations:
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Crandell House
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Holden Hall
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Hoover Cottage

Student Union Building (proposed 1940s, but never built)
Correspondence [about]

Student Wellness Center (570 E. Wayne)
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Temporary Student Wellness Center
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Hygeia Hall
DEPARTMENTS--Medical
DEPARTMENTS--Student Health Center

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]
Press Releases
Programs
Videos
See Audio-Visual location—Campus Close-Up, Show 101

Sugar Bowl
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Shack
Sundial
  X-Refs.
  Photographs [of]
  Photographs (negatives) [of]
  See Negatives location

Swigart Fitness Center
  SEE ALSO:  BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Physical Education Center
  FACULTY—Swigart, John M.

X-Refs.
Box 61

Tapestry
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Videos
See Audio-Visual location—Alumni Weekend

Taylor Hall (308 E. University)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scott Auditorium
PRESIDENTS (1873-1883)—Taylor, Archibald A.

X-Refs.
Applications
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Invitations
Ledgers
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Ledgers—1901-1903
Photographs [of]
See also Oversized location
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
See Slides location
Postcards
Presentations
Reports
See Audio-Visual location

Taylor Residence (1233 Beall, east corner College and E. Bowman)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Campus Lodge
PRESIDENTS (1873-1883)—Taylor, Archibald A.
Note: Home of President A.A.E. Taylor

X-Refs.
Photographs [of]

Taylor Veterans’ Units
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Barracks
SEE ALSO: PRESIDENTS (1873-1883)—Taylor, Archibald A.

Teahouse
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Observatory

Telescope
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Observatory
Temporary Student Wellness Center
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Hygeia Hall
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Student Wellness Center

Photographs [of]
Temporary Union Building (T.U.B.)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Observatory
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Rubbermaid Student Development Center
Note: The former Observatory was redesigned in 1941 as the T.U.B. Renovated in 1989 as the Rubbermaid Student Development Center.

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Invitations
Notes
Photographs [of]
See also Art Room
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
See Slides location
Postcards
Proposals

Tennis Courts
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—D.J. Hard Tennis Courts

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]

Tent Classrooms
X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]

Timken Gymnasium
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Armington Physical Education Center
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Old Gymnasium
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Severance Gymnasium
Box 61a

Timken Science Library (410 E. University)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Andrews Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Frick Library
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS--Gault Library
DEPARTMENTS—Library
UNPROCESSED BINDERS (D.K. Jacobs)

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Blueprints
   See also Art Room location
Budgets
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Invitations
Memorabilia
Minutes
Notes
Photographs [of]
   See also Legal-Size location
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Press Releases
Programs
   See Audio-Visual location
Scrapbooks
   See Scrapbook location
Web Pages

Tombstone
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Henry Tombstone
Box 61b

Track
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Carl B. Munson Track

Trees
X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Box 61c

Trees
   Flyers, Pamphlets
   Invoices
   Maps
       See Oversized location
   Notes
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
       See Negatives location
   Press Releases
   Reports
   Web Pages
Troyer House (822 Beall)
   X-Refs.
   By-Laws
   Photographs [about]
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
       See Negatives location
   Press Releases
Underground (535 E. Wayne)
   X-Refs.
Unidentified (Interior)
   Photographs [of]
Veterans’ Units
   See    BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Barracks
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Miller Manor (909 Beall)
Vietnam War Memorial
   X-Refs.
   Clippings [about]
Box 62

Wagner Hall (565 E. Wayne)
SEE ALSO: TRUSTEES—Wagner, Cary R.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Artwork [about]
By-Laws
CDs
See Audio-Visual location—BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Wagner Hall
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
1953 Feb. 13 – 1957 Dec. 21
Box 63

Wagner Hall
Correspondence [about]
   1958 Jan. 7 – [n.d.]
Invitations
Memorabilia
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
   See Slides location
Postcards
Press Releases
Programs
Scrapbooks
   See Scrapbook location
Web Pages
Warburton Hall (909 Beall)
   See   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Miller Manor (909 Beall)
Warren Memorial Tennis Courts
   X-Refs.
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
      See Negatives location
Waterfall
   SEE ALSO:   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Lowry Center
   LOCKHART, DAN F.

   X-Refs.
   Correspondence [about]
   Photographs [of]
Wayne County Historical Society
   See   BEALL, REASIN
   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Bowman Hall (546 Bowman)
   WAYNE COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Weber House (574 Stibbs)
   X-Refs.
   Photographs [about]
   Photographs [of]
   Photographs (negatives) [of]
      See Negatives location
Web Pages
Wellness Center
   See   BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Student Wellness Center
Westhafer Residence (1149 Beall)
SEE ALSO: FACULTY—Westhafer, William R.

Photographs [of]
Box 64

Westinghouse Memorial Power Plant (750 E. University)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Old Power Plant
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Service Building
MARCH OFF COAL

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
   See Negatives location
Postcards
Reports
Videos
   See Audio-Visual location—Campus Close-Up, Show 404
Box 65

Westminster Church House (353 E. Pine)
Note: Erected on the former site of Livingstone Lodge.

X-Refs.
Blueprints
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Funding
Notes
See also Legal-Size location
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
See Slides location
Press Releases
Programs
Proposals
Reports
Westminster Commons
See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Scot Cottage

Westminster Cottage (904 Beall)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Buchanan Place
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Missionary Homes
Note: Originally the Buchanan Place. The rear building (originally called “The Commons” and later Scot Cottage) was used as a dining hall for Westminster Cottage and Livingston Lodge. After 1944 both Scot Cottage and Westminster Cottage became women’s dormitories.

X-Refs.
By-Laws
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Reports
Web Pages
Westminster Home (Girls’ Inky) (619 College)
Note: Missionary home for girls 1893-1925. (Also called “Lower Inky” because its location was below the boys’ “Upper Inky” at Livingstone Lodge.) Formerly the home of President Taylor located at the corner of Beall and Bowman where First Presbyterian Church now stands. Sold in 1925 when it was in need of costly repairs.

X-Refs.
Flyers, Pamphlets
Photographs [of]
Reports
William Moore McCulloch
SEE ALSO: HONORARARY DEGREES—McCulloch, William M.

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Invitations
Notes
Programs
Williamsburg Apartments (542 Williamsburg Court, off Beall before the hospital, north of the campus)
X-Refs.
Williamson House (1141 Beall, Formerly on the site where Lowry Center is located)
X-Refs.
Correspondence [about]
Photographs [of]
Wishart Hall (303 E. University)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Freedlander Theater
DEPARTMENTS—Communication
DEPARTMENTS—Theatre
PRESIDENTS (1919-1944)—Wishart, Charles F.
WILLIAM C. CRAIG MEMORIAL LIBRARY

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Architects’ Books
    See Legal-Size location
Budgets
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
Flyers, Pamphlets
Invoices
Notes
Papers [about]
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
Photographs (slides) [of]
    See Slides location
Prayers
Programs
Wishart Memorial Dormitory [Proposed, but never built]
SEE ALSO: PRESIDENTS (1919-1944)—Wishart, Charles F.

    Correspondence [about]
    Notes
Women’s Athletic Association Cabin
    X-Refs.
    Correspondence [about]
    Photographs [of]
    Programs
Women’s Language Houses
    Architects’ Books
        See Legal-Size location
    Correspondence [about]
    Proposals
Women’s Recreational Association Cabin
    See BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Women’s Athletic Association Cabin
Box 67

Wooster (Campus)
SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Beall Ave. Project

X-Refs.
Architects’ Books
   See Legal-Size location
Artwork [about]
   See also Map Case location
Blueprints
   See Map Case location
Clippings [about]
   See also Map Case location
   See also Oversized location
Correspondence [about]
Daybooks, Calendars
Estimates
Flyers, Pamphlets
Box 68

Wooster (Campus)
Maps

See also Legal-Size location
See also Map Case location
See also Oversized location

Notes
Photographs [of]
[1930 June?]-[2002 Oct.?
See also Legal-Size location
See also Oversized location
Box 68a
Wooster (Campus)
Photographs [of]
[n.d.]
See also Legal-Size location
See also Oversized location
Photographs (negatives) [of]
See Negatives location
Photographs (proof sheets) [of]
Photographs (slides) [of]
See Slides location
Plaques
See Flat Document location
Postcards
Programs
Proposals
Reports
See also Legal-Size location
Box 69

Wooster (City)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—Beall Ave. Project
WAYNE COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY

X-Refs.
Clippings [about]
    See also Oversized location
Correspondence [about]
Maps
Photographs (CDs)
    See Audio-Visual location
Photographs [of]
Photographs (negatives) [of]
    See Negatives location
Postcards
Programs

Wooster Inn (801 E. Wayne)

SEE ALSO: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS—L.C. Boles Memorial Golf Course
DEPARTMENTS—Wooster Inn
NOTE: The Wooster Inn opened in 1959 and closed in 2018. The building was razed in 2022.

X-Refs.
Addresses [about]
Artwork [about]
    See also Legal-Size location
    See also Oversized location
Blueprints
    See Oversized location
Clippings [about]
Correspondence [about]
    1945 Nov. 6 – 1957 Jan. 11
Box 70

Wooster Inn
Correspondence [about]
Box 71

Wooster Inn
Correspondence [about]
1959 Nov. – [n.d.]
Memorabilia
See Flat Document location
Minutes
Box 72

Wooster Inn
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Wooster Inn Guest House (1170 Akron Road)
   Note: Purchased the property from Newell Rubbermaid Corp. in 2005.
   Sold to Montessori School of Wooster in 2009.
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